
Conyers, Tamika

Ffom: MRP <aarpwebact@action.aarp.org> on behalf of Joan DIcarlo
<aarpwebact@action.aarp.org>

Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 7:02 PM
To: Statements

Subject: Target Letter Subject Line Goes Here

Mar 5, 2020

NC Utilities Commission

Dear Utilities Commission,

lA/hen it comes to our electricity, I want to pay for the actual energy 1 use
without unfair shifts in cost being proposed by Duke which would hike our
rates.

Rate hike requests by Duke Energy Progress would not only force us to pay for
the company's coal ash cleanup, but includes a grid improvement plan that is
excessive: $8.7 billion over ten years. Since the company earns a return on its
Infrastructure spending, "gold plating"
grid improvements with unnecessary items makes our rates unaffordable.

That is why your oversight of the company's spending plan is essential.
I agree with interveners who suggest this spending be dealt with elsewhere.

Additionally, the company's monthly customer charge is too high ($14 a month
before we even turn on a light). I agree with other parties it should be rolled
back to $11.15 a month.

I understand the company also has an obligation to its shareholders, but the
return on eguity the company is seeking is too high and could cost residential
payers billions in unnecessary costs.

I hope you recognize consumer's interests and support the Public Staff's and
other interveners' recommendations to trim the rate hike requests and to lower
the return on eguity to the 9.3% percent.

Docket Number: E-2 Sub 1219

Sincerely,

Ms. Joan Vlcarlo
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Conyers, Tamika

^rom: AARP <aarpwebact@action.aarp.org> on behalf of Delio Pulido
<aarpwebact@actlon.aarp.org>

Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 7:03 PM
To: Statements

Subject: Target Letter Subject Line Goes Here

Mar 5, 2020

N'c Utilities CoYmynisslon

Dear Utilities Commission,

lA/hen it comes to our electricity, I want to pay for the actual energy I use
without unfair shifts in cost bein^ proposed by Duke which would hike our
rates.

Rate hike requests by Duke Energy Progress would not only force us to pay for
the company's coal ash cleanup, but includes a grid improvement plan that is
excessive: $8.7 billion over ten years. Since the company earns a return on its
infrastructure spending, "gold plating"
grid improvements with unnecessary items makes our rates unaffordable.

That is why your oversight of the company's spending plan is essential.
I agree with interveners who suggest this spending be dealt with elsewhere.

Additionally, the company's monthly customer charge is too high ($14 a month
before we even turn on a light). I agree with other parties it should be rolled
back to $11.15 a month.

I understand the company also has an obligation to its shareholders, but the
return on equity the company is seeking is too high and could cost residential
payers billions in unnecessary costs.

I hope you recognize consumer's interests and support the Public Staff's and
other interveners' recommendations to trim the rate hike reguests and to lower
the return on equity to the 9.3% percent.

Sincerely,

Velio Pulido

1 Meadow Vista Court

Ashevilte, NC 28803-6605
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Con^erej^Tamil^

From: AARP <aarpwebact@action.aarp.org> on behalf of Shannon Friel
< aarpwebact@action.aarp.org >

Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 7:03 PM

To: Statements

Subject: Target Letter Subject Line Goes Here

Mar 5, 2020

NC Utilities Commissior]

Dear Utilities Commission,

lA/hen it comes to our electricity, I want to pay for the actual energy I use
without unfair shifts in cost being proposed by Duhe which would hihe our
rates.

Rate hihe reguests by Duhe Energy Progress would not only force us to pay for
the corapar^ys coal ash cleanup, but includes a grid improvement plan that is
excessive: $8.7 billion over ten years. Since the company earns a return on its
infrastructure spending, "gold plating"
grid improvements with unnecessary items makes our rates unaffordable.

That is why your oversight of the company's spending plan is essential.
I agree with interveners who suggest this spending be dealt with elsewhere.

Additionally, the company's monthly customer charge is too high ($14 a month
before we even turn on a light). I agree with other parties it should be rolled
back to $11.15 a month.

I understand the company also has an obligation to its shareholders, but the
return on equity the company is seeking is too high and could cost residential
payers billions in unnecessary costs.

I hope you recognize consumer's interests and support the Public Staff's and
other interveners' recommendations to trim the rate hike requests and to lower
the. return on equity to the 9.3% percent.

Docket Number: E-2 Sub 1219

Sincerely,

Ms. Shannon Friel
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Conyers, Tamika

From: AARP <aarpwebact@action.aarp.org> on behalf of ED RONDA

<aarpwebact@action.aarp.org>
Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 7:03 PM
To: Statements

Subject: No rate hikes

Mcir 5, 2020

NC Utilities Commission

Dear Utilities Commission,

lA/hen,it comes to our electricity, I u/unt to pay for the actual energy I use
without unfair shifts in cost being proposed by Duke which would hike our
rates.

Rate hike requests by Duke Energy Progress would not only force us to pay for
the coyY]pany's coai ash clearmp, but includes a grid improvement plan that is
excessive: $8.7 billion over ten years. Since the company earns a return on its
infrastructure spending, "gold plating"
grid improvements with unnecessary items makes our rates unaffordable.

That is why your oversight of the company's spending plan is essential.
I agree with interveners who suggest this spending be dealt with elsewhere.

Additionally, the company's monthly customer charge is too high ($14 a month
before we even turn on a light). I agree with other parties it should be rolled
back to $11.15 a month.

1 understand the company also has an obligation to its shareholders, but the
return on equity the company is seeking is too high and could cost residential
payers billions in unnecessary costs.

I hope you recognize consumer's interests and support the Public Staff's" and
other interveners' recommendations to trim the rate hike requests and to lower
the return on equity to the 9.3% percent.

Docket Number: E-2 Sub 1219

Sincerely,

AAr. ED RONDA
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Conyers, Tamika

FroniJ AARP <aarpwebact@action.aarp.org> on behalf of John DeWitt
<aarpwebact@action.aarp.org>

Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 7:31 PM
To: Statements

Subject: Target Letter Subject Line Goes Here

Mar 5, 2020

NC Utilities Commission

Dear Utilities Commission,

lA/hen it comes to our electricity, I want to pay for the actual energy I use
without unfair shifts in cost bein^ proposed by Duhe which would hihe our
rates.

Rate hihe recjuests by Duhe Energy Progress would not only force us to pay for
the company's coal ash cleanup, but includes a grid improvement plan that is
excessive: $8.7 billion over ten years. Since the company earns a return on its
infrastructure spending, "gold plating"
grid improvements with unnecessary items makes our rates unaffordable.

That is why your oversight of the company's spending plan is essential.
I agree with interveners who suggest this spending be dealt with elsewhere.

Additionally, the company's monthly customer charge is too high ($14 a month
before we even turn on a light). I agree with other parties it should be rolled
back to $11.15 a month.

I understand the company also has an obligation to its shareholders, but the
return on eguity the company is seeking is too high and could cost residential
payers billions in unnecessary costs.

I hope you recognize consumer's interests and supportthe Public Staff's and
other interveners' recommendations to trim the rate hike requests and to lower
the return on equity to the 9.3% percent.

Docket Number: E-2 Sub 1219

Sincerely,

Dr. John DelA/itt
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Con^ers^Tamil«

From: AARP <aarpwebact@actioaaarp.org> on behalf of Margaret Grlner
<aarpwebact@action.aarp.org>

Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 7:32 PM
To: Statements

Subject: Target Letter Subject Line Goes Here

Mcir 5, 2020

NC Utilities Commission

Dear Utilities Commission,

When it comes to our electricity, I want to pay for the actual energy I use
without unfair shifts in cost bein^ proposed by Duke which would hike our
rates.

Rate hike recjuests by Duke Energy Progress would not only force us to pay for
the company's coal ash cleanup, but includes a grid improvement plan that is
excessive: $8.7 billion over ten years. Since the company earns a return on its
infrastructure spending, "gold plating"
grid improvements with unnecessary items makes our rates unaffordable.

That is why your oversight of the company's spending plan is essential.
I agree with interveners who suggest this spending be dealt with elsewhere.

Additionally, the company's monthly customer charge is too high C$14 a month
before we even turn on a light). I agree with other parties it should be rolled
back to $11.15 a month.

I understand the company also has an obligation to its shareholders, but the
return on equity the company is seeking is too high and could cost residential
payers billions in unnecessary costs.

I hope you recognize consumer's interests and support the Public Staff's and
other interveners' recommendations to trim the rate hike requests and to lower
the return on equity to the 9.3% percent.

Docket Number: E-2 Sub 1219

Sincerely,

Ms. Margaret Criner
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Thank you for your consideration,

Ms. Janice Berber
11316 Bran^us Ln
Mint Hill, NC 28227

(714) S03-3192
janice_ber^er@at:t.net
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£on^ers^amiI«

From- AARP <aarpwebact@action.aarp.org> on behalf of Wayne Zeitler
<aarpwebact@action.aarp.org>

Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 7:32 PM
To: Statements

Subject: Target Letter Subject Line Goes Here

Mar 5, 2020

NIC Utilities Cominission

Dear Utilities Commisslor),

lA/hen it coypes to our electricity, I want to pay for the actual energy I use
without un'fair shifts in cost being proposed by Vuke which would hihe our
rates.

Rate hihe requests by Duhe Energy Progress would not only force us to pay for
the company's coal ash cleanup, but includes a grid improvement plan that is
excessive: $8.7 billion over ten years. Since the company earns a return on its
infrastructure spending, "gold plating"
grid improvements with unnecessary items makes our rates unaffordable.

That is why your oversight of the company's spending plan is essential.
I agree with interveners who suggest this spending be dealt with elsewhere.

Additionally, the company's monthly customer charge is too high ($14 a month
before we even turn on a light), I agree with other parties it should be rolled
back to $11.15 a month.

I understand the company also has an obligation to its shareholders, but the
return on eguity the company is seeking is too high and could cost residential
payers billions in unnecessary costs.

I hope you recognize consumer's interests and support the Public Staff's and
other interveners' recommendations to trim the rate hike reguests and to lower
the return on eguity to the 9.3% percent.

Docket Number: B-2 Sub 1219

Sincerely,

Mr. Wayne Zeitler
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Conyers, Tam!ka

From: AARP <aarpwebact(a)actlon.aarp.org> on behalf of Kathryn Crutchfield
<aarpwebact@action.aarp.org>

Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 7:32 PM
To: Statements

Subject: Target Letter Subject Line Goes Here

Mcir 5, 2020

NC Utilities Commission

Dear Utilities Commission,

lA/hen it comes to our electricity, I want to pay for the actual energy I use
without unfair shifts in cost being proposed by Duke which would hike our
rates.

Rate hike reduests by Duke Energy Progress would not only force us to pay for
the company's coal ash cleanup, but includes a grid improvement plan that is
excessive: $S.7 billion over ten years. Since the company earns a return on its
infrastructure spending, "gold plating"
grid improvements with unnecessary items makes our rates unaffordable.

That is why your oversight of the company's spending plan is essential.
I agree with interveners who suggest this spending be dealt with elsewhere.

Additionally, the company's monthly customer charge is too high ($14 a month
before we even turn on a light). I agree with other parties it should be rolled
back to $11.15 a month.

I, understand the company also has an obligation to its shareholders, but the
return on eguity the company is seeking is too high and could cost residential
payers billions in unnecessary costs.

I hope you recognize consumer's interests and support the Public Staff's and
other interveners' recommendations to trim the rate hike requests and to lower
the return on equity to the 9.3% percent.

Docket Number: E-2 Sub 1219

Sincerely,

AAs. Kathryn Crutchfield
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Conyers, Tamika

From: AARP <aarpwebact@action.aarp.org> on behalf of John Alpiser
<aarpwebact@action.aarp.org>

Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 7:33 PM
To: Statements

Subject: Target Letter Subject Line Goes Here

Mcir 5, 2020

NC Utilities Commission

Dear Utilities Commission,

lA/hen it comes to our electricity, I want to pay for the actual energy 1 use
without unfair shifts in cost being proposed by Duke which would hike our
rates.

Rate hike reduests by Duke Energy Progress would not only force us to pay for
the company's coal ash cleanup, but includes a grid improvement plan that is
excessive: $8.7 billion over ten years. Since the company earns a return on its
infrastructure spending, "gold plating"
grid improvements with unnecessary items makes our rates unaffordable.

That is why your oversight of the company's spending plan is essential!
I agree with interveners who suggest this spending be dealt with elsewhere.

Additionally, the company's monthly customer charge is too high ($14 a month
before we even turn on a light). I agree with other parties it should be rolled
back to $11.15 a month.

1 understand the company also has an obligation to its shareholders, but the
return on eguity the company is seeking is too high and could cost residential
payers billions in unnecessary costs.

1 hope you recognize consumer's interests and support the Public Staff's and
other interveners' recommendations to trim the rate hike reguests and to lower
the return on eguity to the 9.3% percent.

Docket Number: B~2 Sub 1219

Sincerely,

Mr. John Alpiser
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Conyers, Tamika

From: AARP <aarpwebact@action.aarp.org> on behalf of Carol Burt

< aarpwebact(5)action.aarp.org >
Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 7:33 PM

To: Statements

Subject: Reject Unfair Rate Hike

Mar 5, 2020

NC Utilities Commission

Dear Utilities Commission,

lA/hen it comes to our electricity, I want to pay for the actual energy I use
without unfair shifts in cost bein^ proposed by D.uhe which would hihe our
rates.

Rate hike reguests by Duke Energy Progress would not only force us to pay for
the company's coal ash cleanup, but Includes a grid improvement plan that is
excessive: $8.7 billion over ten years. Since the company earns a return on its
infrastructure spending, "gold plating"
grid improvements with unnecessary items makes our rates unaffordable.

That is why your oversight of the company's spending plan is essential.
I agree with interveners who suggest this spending be dealt with elsewhere.

Additionally, the company's monthly customer charge is too high ($14 a month
before we even turn on a light). I agree with other parties it should be rolled
back to $11.15 a month.

I understand the company also has an obligation to its shareholders, but the
return on eguity the company is seeking is too high and could cost residential
payers billions in unnecessary costs.

I hope you recognize consumer's interests and support the Public Staffs and
other interveners' recommendations to trim the rate hike requests and to lower
the return on eguity to the 9.3% percent.

Docket Number: E-2 Sub 1219

Sincerely,

Ms. Carol Burt
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Conyers, Tamika

From: AARP <aarpwebact@action.aarp.org> on behalf of Paul Maxfield
<aarpwebact(a)action.aarp.org>

Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 7:33 PM
To: Statements

Subject: Target Letter Subject Line Goes Here

Mcir 5, 2020

NC bltilities Commission

Vear Utilities Commission,

lA/hen it comes to our electricity, I want to pay for the actual energy I use
without unfair shifts in cost being proposed by Duke which would hike our
rates.

Rate hike requests by Duke Energy Progress would not only force us to pay for
the companY^ coal ash cieanup, but includes a grid improvement plan that is
excessive: $S.7 billion over ten years. Since the company earns a return on its
infrastructure spending, "gold plating"
grid improvements with unnecessary items makes our rates unaffordable.

That is why your oversight of the companY^ spending plan is essential.
I agree with interveners who suggest this spending be dealt with elsewhere.

Additionally, the companYs monthly customer charge is too high ($14 a month
before we even turn on a light). I agree with other parties it should be rolled
back to $11.15 a month.

I understand the company also has an obligation to its shareholders, but the
return on eguity the company is seeking is too high and could cost residential
payers billions in unnecessary costs.

I hope you recognize consumer's interests and support the Public Staff's and
other interveners' recommendations to trim the rate hike requests and to lower
the return on equity to the 9.3% percent.

Docket Number: E-2 Sub 1219

Sincerely,

Mr. Paul Maxfield
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^onyers, Tamika

From: AARP <aarpwebact@action.aarp.org> on behalf of Debra DuBois

<aarpwebact@action.aarp.org>
Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 7:33 PM
To: Statements ^

Subject: Target Letter Subject Line Goes Here

Mar 5, 2020

NC Utilities Commission

Dear Utilities Commission,

lA/hen it comes to our electricity, I want to pay for the actual energy I use
without unfair shifts in cost being proposed by Duke which would hike our
rates.

Rate hihe requests by Duke Energy Progress would not only force us to pay for
the company's coal ash cleanup, but includes a grid improvement plan that is
excessive: $S.7 billion over ten years. Since the company earns a return on its
infrastructure spending, "gold plating"
grid improvements with unnecessary items makes our rates unaffordable.

That is why your oversight of the company's spending plan is essential.
I agree with interveners who suggest this spending be dealt with elsewhere.

Additionally, the company's monthly customer charge is too high ($14 a month
before we even turn on a light). I agree with other parties it should be rolled
back to $11.15 a month.

I understand the company also has an obligation to its shareholders, but the
return on equity the company is seeking is too high and could cost residential
payers billions in unnecessary costs.

I hope you recognize consumer's interests and support the Public Staff's and
other interveners' recommendations to trim the rate hike requests and to lower
the return on equity to the 9.3% percent.

Docket Number: E-2 Sub 1219

Sincerely,

Mrs. Debra DuBois
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Conyers, Tamika

From: AARP <aarpwebact@action.aarp.org> on behalf of Edwin Roggenstein
<aarpwebact@action.aarp.org>

Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 7:33 PM
To: Statements

Subject: Target Letter Subject Line Goes Here

l\Aar 5, 2020

NC Utilities Commission

Dear Utilities Commission,

lA/hen it comes to our electricity, I want to pay for the actual energy ( use
without unfair shifts in cost being proposed by Duke which would hike our
rates.

Rate hike requests by Duke Energy Progress would not only force us to pay for
the company's coal ash cleanup, but includes a grid improvement plan that is
excessive: $S.7 billion over ten years. Since the company earns a return on its
infrastructure spending, "gold plating"
grid improvements with unnecessary items makes our rates unaffordable.

That is why your oversight of the company's spending plan is essential.
I agree with interveners who suggest this spending be dealt with elsewhere.

Additionally, the company's monthly customer charge is too high ($14 a month
before we even turn on a light). I agree with other parties it should be rolled
back to $11.15 a month.

I understand the company also has an obligation to its shareholders, but the
return on equity the company is seeking is too high and could cost residential
payers billions in unnecessary costs.

I hope you recognize consumer's interests and support the Public Staff's and
other interveners' recommendations to trim the rate hike requests and to lower
the return on equity to the 9.3% percent.

Docket Number: E-2 Sub 1219

Sincerely,

AAr. Edwin Roggenstein
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Conyers, Tamika

AARP <aarpwebact@action.aarp.org> on behalf of Carolyn Bertram
<aarpwebact@action.aarp.org>

Sent: ■ Thursday, March 5, 2020 7:33 PM
To: Statements

Subject: Target Letter Subject Line Goes Here

Mar 5, 2020

NC Utilities Commission

Dear Utilities Commission,

As a senior citizen struggling to pay for medicine, increasing taxes, and daily
living a fixed incoyne, I simply cannot afford to pay for Duke Energy's
infrastructure upgrades. I cannot do it, evening itwerefaie to ALL energy users
in IMC. Shareholders of the company should take such costs, not the energy
customers of NC.

When it comes to our electricity, I want to pay for the actual energy I use
without unfair shifts in cost being proposed by Duke which would hike our
rates.

Rate hike requests by Duke Energy Progress would not only force us to pay for
the company's coal ash cleanup, but includes a grid improvement plan that is
excessive: $8.7 billion over ten years. Since the company earns a return on its
Infrastructure spending, "gold plating"
grid improvements with unnecessary items makes our rates unaffordable.

That is why your oversight of the company's spending plan is essential.
I agree with interveners who suggest this spending be dealt with elsewhere.

Additionally, the company's monthly customer charge is too high ($14 a month
before we even turn on a light). I agree with other parties it should be rolled
back to $11.15 a month.

I understand the company also has an obligation to its shareholders, but the
return on equity the company is seeking is too high and could cost residential
payers billions in unnecessary costs.

I hope you recognize consumer's interests and supportthe Public Staff's and
other interveners' recommendations to trim the rate hike requests and to lower
the return on equity to the 9.3% percent.
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Conyers, Tamika

From: AARP <aarpwebact@action.aarp.org> on behalf of Earia Creech
<aarpwebact@action.aarp.org>

Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 7:33 PM
To: Statements

Subject: Target Letter Subject Line Goes Here

Mar 5, 2020

NC bltilities Commission

Dear Utilities Commission,

lA/hen it comes to our electricity, I want to pay for the actual energy I use
without unfair shifts in cost being proposed by Duhe which would hihe our
rates.

Rate hike requests by Duke Energy Progress would not only force us to pay for
the company's coal ash cleanup, but includes a grid improvement plan that is
excessive: $S.7 billion over ten years. Since the company earns a return on its
infrastructure spending, "gold plating"
grid improvements with unnecessary items makes our rates unaffordable.

That is why your oversight of the company's spending plan is essential.
I agree with mterveners who suggest this spending be dealt with elsewhere.

Additionally, the company's monthiy customer charge is too high ($14 a month
before we even turn on a light). I agree with other parties it should be rolled
back to $11.15 a month.

I understand the company also has an obligation to its shareholders, but the
return on eguity the company is seeking is too high and could cost residential
payers billions in unnecessary costs.

I hope you recognize consumer's interests and support the Public Staff's and
other interveners' recommendations to trim the rate hike reguests and to lower
the return on eguity to the 9.3% percent.

Docket Number: E-2 Sub 1219

Sincerely,

Ms. Earla Creech
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Conyers, Tamika

^rom: AARP <aarpwebact@action.aarp.org> on behalf of Michele Jones
< aarpwebact@action.aarp.org >

Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 7:33 PM
To: Statements

Subject: Target Letter Subject Line Goes Here

Mar 5, 2020

NC Utilities Commission

Dear Utilities Commission,

Please reject the unfair rate hihes. lA/hen it comes to our electricity, I want to
pay for the actual energy I use without unfair shifts in cost being proposed by
Duke which would hike our rates.

Rate hike requests by Duke Energy Progress would not only force us to pay for
the company's coal ash cleanup, but includes a grid improvement plan that is
excessive: $8.7 billion over ten years. Since the company earns a return on its
infrastructure spending, "gold plating"
grid improvements with unnecessary items makes our rates unaffordable.

That is why your oversight of the company's spending plan is essential,
I agree with interveners who suggest this spending be dealt with elsewhere.

Additionally, the company's monthly customer charge is too high ($14 a month
before we even turn on a light). I agree with other parties it should be rolled
back to $11.15 a month.

I understand the company also has an obligation to its shareholders, but the
return on equity the company is seeking is too high and could cost residential
payers billions in unnecessary costs.

I hope you recognize consumer's interests and support the Public Staff's and
other interveners' recommendations to trim the rate hike requests and to lower
the return on equity to the 9.3% percent.

Docket Number; E-2 Sub 1219

Sincerely,

Mrs. Michele Jones
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£on^ers^Tamika

From: AARP <aarpwebact@action.aarp.org> on behalf of JAMES BAKER
<aarpwebact@action.aarp.org>

Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 7:33 PM
To: Statements

Subject: Target Letter Subject Line Goes Here

Mar S, 2020

NC Utilities Cominission

Dear Utilities Commission,

lA/hen it comes to our electricity, I want to pay for the actual energy I use
without unfair shifts in cost being proposed by Vuke which would hike our
rates.

Rate hike reguests by Duke Energy Progress would not only force us to pay for
the company's coal ash cleanup, but includes a grid improvement plan that is
excessive: $8.7 billion over ten years. Since the company earns a return on its
infrastructure spending, "gold plating"
grid improvements with unnecessary items makes our rates unaffordable.

That is why your oversight of the company's spending plan is essential.
I agree with interveners who suggest this spending be dealt with elsewhere.

Additionally, the company's monthly customer charge is too high ($14 a month
before we even turn on a light). I agree with other parties it should be rolled
back to $11.15 a month.

I understand the company also has an obligation to its shareholders, but the
return on eguity the company is seeking is too high and could cost residential
payers billions in unnecessary costs.

I hope you recognize consumer's interests and support the Public Staff's and
other interveners' recommendations to trim the rate hike requests and to lower
the return on eguity to the 9.3% percent.

Docket Number: E-2 Sub 1219

Sincerely,

Mr. JAMES BAKER
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Con^ers^amilw^

From: AARP <aarpwebact@action.aarp.org> on behalf of Dan Hadley
<aarpwebact@action.aarp.org>

Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 7:33 PM
To: Statements

Subject: Target Letter Subject Line Goes Here

Mar 5, 2020

NC L/ltt[ities Commission

Dear L/ltiiities Commission,
♦

When it comes to our electricity, I u/ant to pay for the actual energy f use
without unfair shifts in cost being proposed by Duhe which would hihe our
rates.

Rate hihe reguests by Duhe Energy Progress would not only force us to pay for
the company's coal ash cleanup, but includes a grid improvement plan that is
excessive: $8.7 billion over ten years. Since the company earns a return on its
infrastructure spending, "gold plating"
grid improvements with unnecessary items mahes our rates unaffordable.

That is why your oversight of the company's spending plan is essential.
I agree with interveners who suggest this spending be dealt with elsewhere.

Additionally, the company's monthly customer charge is too high ($14 a month
before we even turn on a light). I agree with other parties it should be rolled
back to $11.15 a month.

I understand the company also has an obligation to its shareholders, but the
return on eguity the company is seeding is too high and could cost residential
payers billions in unnecessary costs.

I hope you recognize consumer's interests and support the Public Staff's and
other interveners' recommendations to trim the rate hihe requests and to lower
the return on eguity to the 9.3% percent.

Docket Number: E~2 Sub 1219

Sincerely,

Dr. Dan Hadley
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Conyers, Tamika

AARP <aarpwebact@action.aarp.org> on behalf of JAMES BAKER
<aarpwebact@action.aarp.org>

Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 7:33 PM
To: Statements

Subject: Target Letter Subject Line Goes Here

AAar 5, 2020

NC Utilities Commission

Dear Utilities Commissior),

When it comes to our electricity, I want to pay for the actual energy I use
without unfair shifts in cost being proposed by Duke which would hike our
rates.

Rate hike rec^uests by Duke Energy Progress would not only force us to pay for
the company's coal ash cleanup, but includes a grid improvement plan that is
excessive; $8.7 billion over ten years. Since the company earns a return on its
infrastructure spending, "gold plating"
grid improvements with unnecessary items makes our rates unaffordable.

That is why your oversight of the company's spending plan is essential.
I agree with interveners who suggest this spending be dealt with elsewhere.

Additionally, the company's monthly customer charge is too high ($14 a month
before we even turn on a light). I agree with other parties it should be rolled
back to $11.15 a month.

I understand the company also has an obligation to its shareholders, but the
return on eguity the company is seeking is too high and could cost residential
payers billions in unnecessary costs.

I hope you recognize consumer's interests and support the Public Staff's and
other interveners' recommendations to trim the rate hike requests and to lower
the return on eguity to the 9.3% percent.

Docket Number: E-2 Sub 1219

sincerely,

Mr. JAMES BAKER
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Con^ers^Tamil^

From: AARP <aarpwebact@action.aarp.org> on behalf of Kathleen Derrickson

<aarpwebact@action.aarp.org>
Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 7:33 PM
To: Statements

Subject: Target Letter Subject Line Goes Here

Mar 5, 2020

NC Utilities Cominission

Dear Utilities Commission,

lA/hen it comes to our electricity, I want to pay for the actual energy I use
without unfair shifts in cost being proposed by Duke which would hike our
rates.

Rate hike recjuests by Duke Energy Progress would not only force us to pay for
the company's coal ash cleanup, but includes a grid Improvement plan that is
excessive: $8.7 billion over ten years. Since the company earns a return on its
infrastructure spending, "gold plating"
grid improvements with unnecessary items makes our rates unaffordable.

That is why your oversight of the company's spending plan is essential.
I agree with interveners who suggest this spending be dealt with elsewhere.

Additionally, the company's monthly customer charge is too high ($14 a month
before we even turn on a light). I agree with other parties it should be rolled
back to $11.15 a month.

I understand the company also has an obligation to its shareholders, but the
return on eguity the company is seeking is too high and could cost residential
payers billions in unnecessary costs.

I hope you recognize consumer's interests and support the Public Staff's and
other interveners' recommendations to trim the rate hike reguests and to lower
the return on eguity to the 9.3% percent.

Docket Number: E-2 Sub 1219

Sincerely,

Ms. Kathleen Derrickson
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Con^ers^Tami^

From: AARP <aarpwebact@action.aarp.org> on behalf of Glen Severage
<aarpwebact@action.aarp.org>

Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 7:33 PM
To: Statements

Subject: Target Letter Subject Line Goes Here

AAar 5, 2020

NC Utilities Commission

Dear Utilities CoynYnission,

When it comes to our electricity, I want to pay for the actual energy I use
without unfair shifts in cost bein^ proposed by Duke which would hike our
rates.

Rate hike reduests by Duke Energy Progress would not only force us to pay for
the company's coal ash cleanup, but includes a grid improvement plan that is
excessive: $8.7 billion over ten years. Since the company earns a return on its
infrastructure spending, "gold plating"
grid improvements with unnecessary items makes our rates unaffordable.

That is why your oversight of the company's spending plan is essential.
I agree with interveners who suggest this spending be dealt with elsewhere.

Additionally, the company's monthly customer charge is too high ($14 a month
before we even turn on a light). I agree with other parties it should be rolled
back to $11.15 a month.

I understand the company also has an obligation to its shareholders, but the
return on equity the company is seeking is too high and could cost residential
payers billions in unnecessary costs.

I hope you recognize consumer's interests and supportthe Public Staff's and
other interveners' recommendations to trim the rate hike requests and to lower
the return on equity to the 9.3% percent.

Docket Number: E-2 Sub 1219

Sincerely,

AAr. Qlen Severage
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Con^erSj^Tamil«

From: AARP <aarpwebact@actlon.aarp.org> on behalf of Robin moody
<aarpwebact@action.aarp.org>

Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 8:02 PM

To: Statements

Subject: Target Letter Subject Line Goes Here

Mar 5, 2020

NC Utilities Commission

Dear Utilities Commission,

lA/hen it comes to our electricity, I want to pay for the actual energy I use
without unfair shifts in cost being proposed by Duke which would hike our
rates.

Rate hike requests by Duke Energy Progress would not only force us to pay for
the coYr\par)y's coal ash cleanup, but includes a grid Improvement plan that is
excessive: $8.7 billion over ten years. Since the company earns a return on its
infrastructure spending, "gold plating"
grid improvements with unnecessary items makes our rates unaffordable.

That is why your oversight of the company's spending plan is essential,
I agree with interveners who suggest this spending be dealt with elsewhere.

Additionally, the company's monthly customer charge is too high ($14 a month
before we even turn on a tight). I agree with other parties it should be rolled
back to $11.15 a month.

I understand the company also has an obligation to its shareholders, but the
return on equity the company is seeking is too high and could cost residential
payers billions in unnecessary costs.

I hope you recognize consumer's interests and support the Public Staff's and
other interveners' recommendations to trim the rate hike requests and to lower
the return on equity to the 9.3% percent.

Docket Number: E-2 Sub 1219

Sincerely,

Mr. Robin moody
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£on^ers^TamiI«

From: AARP <aarpwebact@action.aarp.org> on behalf of Ronald Brown
<aarpwebact@action.aarp.org>

Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 8:02 PM
To: Statements

Subject: Target Letter Subject Line Goes Here

Mar 5, 2020

NC Utilities Commission

Dear Utilities Commission,

lA/hen it comes to our electricity, I want to pay for the actual energy I use
without unfair shifts in cost being proposed by Duke which would hike our
rates.

Rate hike reguests by Duke Energy Progress would not only force us to pay for
the company's coai ash cleanup, but includes a grid improvement plan that is
excessive; $8.7 billion over ten years. Since the company earns a return on its
infrastructure spending, "gold plating"
grid Improvements with unnecessary items makes our rates unaffordable.

That is why your oversight of the company's spending plan is essential.
I agree with interveners who suggest this spending be dealt with elsewhere.

Additionally, the company's monthly customer charge is too high ($14 a month
before we even turn on a light). I agree with other parties it should be rolled
back to $11.15 a month.

I understand the company also has an obligation to its shareholders, but the
return on equity the company is seeking is too high and could cost residential
payers billions in unnecessary costs.

I hope you recognize consumer's interests and support the Public Staff's and
other interveners' recommendations to trim the rate hike requests and to lower
the return on eguity to the 9.3% percent.

Docket Number: E-2 Sub 1219

Sincerely,

Dr. Ronald Brown
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Conyers, Tamika

From: AARP <aarpwebact@action.aarp.org> on behalf of Ronald Brown
<aarpwebact@action.aarp.org>

Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 8:02 PM
To: Statements

Subject: Target Letter Subject Line Goes Here

Mar 5, 2020

NC Utilities Commission

Dear Utilities Commission,

lA/hen it comes to our electricity, I want to pay for the actual energy I use
without unfair shifts in cost being proposed by Duke which would hike our
rates.

Rate hike requests by Duke Enerqy Progress would not only force us to pay for
the company's coal ash cleanup, but includes a grid improvement plan that is
excessive: $8.7 billion over ten years. Since the company earns a return on its
infrastructure spending, "gold plating"
grid improvements with unnecessary items makes our rates unaffordabie.

That is why your oversight of the company's spending plan is essential.
I agree with interveners who suggest this spending be dealt with elsewhere.

Additionally, the company's monthly customer charge is too high ($14 a month
before we even turn on a light). I agree with other parties it should be rolled
back to $11.15 a month.

I understand the company also has an obligation to its shareholders, but the
return on equity the company Is seeking is too high and could cost residential
payers billions in unnecessary costs.

I hope you recognize consumer's interests and support the Public Staff's and
other interveners' recommendations to trim the rate hike requests and to lower
the return on equity to the 9.3% percent.

Docket Number: B-2 Sub 1219

Sincerely,

Dr. Ronald Brown
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Conyers, Tamika

From: AARP <aarpwebact@action.aarp.org> on behalf of Gloria Adams
<aarpwebact@action.aarp.org>

Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 8:02 PM
To: Statements

Subject: Duke Energy- deny rate Increase

Mar 5, 2020

NC Utilities Commission

Dear Utilities Commission,

lA/hen it comes to our electricity, I want to pay for the actual energy I use
without unfair shifts in cost being proposed by Duke which would hike our
rates.

Rate hike requests by Duke Energy Progress would not only force us to pay for
the company's coal ash cleanup, but includes a ̂ rid improvement plan that is
excessive: $S.7 billion over ten years. Since the company earns a return on its
infrastructure spending, "gold plating"
grid improvements with unnecessary items makes our rates unaffordable.

That is why your oversight of the company's spending plan is essential.
I agree with interveners who suggest this spending be dealt with elsewhere.

Additionally, the company's monthly customer charge is too high ($14 a month
before we even turn on a light).

I understand the company also has an obligation to its shareholders, but the
return on eguity the company is seeking is too high and could cost residential
payers billions in unnecessary costs.

I hope you recognize consumer's interests and support the Public Staff's and
other interveners' recommendations to trim the rate hike requests and to lower
the return on equity to the 9.3% percent.

Docket Number: E-2 Sub 1219

Sincerely,

Ms. Cloria Adams

110 Rice Rd
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Conyers, Tamika

From: AARP <aarpwebact(a)action.aarp.org> on behalf of Barbara Williams
<aarpwebact@action.aarp.org>

Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 5:34 PM
To: Statements

Subject: Customers should not have to pay for management's mistakes

Mcjr 5, 2020

NC Utilities Commission

Dear Utilities Commission,

lA/hen it comes to our electricity, I want to pay for the actual energy I use
without unfair shifts in cost being proposed by Duke which would hike our
rates.

Rate hike requests by Duke Energy Progress would not only force us to pay for
the co)r\pany's coal ash cleanup, but mciudes a grid improvement plan that is ■
excessive: $S.7 billion over ten years. Since the company earns a return on its
infrastructure spending, "gold plating"
grid improvements with unnecessary items makes our rates unaffordable.

That is why your oversight of the company's spending plan is essential.
I agree with interveners who suggest this spending be dealt with elsewhere.

Additionally, the company's monthly customer charge is too high ($14 a month
before we even turn on a light). I agree with other parties it should be rolled
back to $11.15 a month.

I understand the company also has an obligation to its shareholders, but the
return on eguity the company is seeking is too high and could cost residential
payers billions in unnecessary costs.

I hope you recognize consumer's interests and support the Public Staff's and
other interveners' recommendations to trim the rate hike requests and to lower
the return on eguity to the 9.3% percent.

Docket Number: E-2 Sub 1219

Sincerely,

AArs. Barbara lA/illiams



Conyers, Tamika

From: AARP <aarpwebact@action.aarp.org> on behalf of Eric Morton

<aarpwebact@action.aarp.org>
Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 5:33 PM

To: Statements

Subject: Utilities Commision deny Duke Rate Hike

Mcir 5, 2020

NC Utilities Commission

Dear Utilities Commission,

lA/hen it comes to our electricity, I want to pay for the actual energy I use
without unfair shifts in cost being proposed by Duke which would hihe our
rates.

Rate hike reguests by Duke Energy Progress would not only force us to pay for
the company's coal ash cleanup, but includes a grid improvement plan that is
excessive: $8.7 billion over ten years. Since the company earns a return on its
infrastructure spending, "gold plating"
grid improvements with unnecessary items makes our rates unaffordable.

That is why your oversight of the company's spending plan is essential.
Additionally, the company's monthly customer charge is too high ($14 a month
before we even turn on a light). I agree with other parties it should be rolled
back to $11.15 a month.

I understand the company also has an obligation to its shareholders, but the
return on equity the company is seeking is too high and could cost residential
payers billions in unnecessary costs.

I hope you recognize consumer's interests and supportthe Public Staff's and
other recommendations to trim the rate hike requests and to lower the return
on equity to the 9.3% percent.

Duke created this coal ash problem years ago by no properly dealing with the by
product and wants everyone to pay for their problem, I say absolutely no way.
Maintaining the electric grid is part of doing business which also includes
necessary upgrades to improve the product.

Docket Number: E-2 Sub 1219



Conyers, Tamika

From: MRP <aarpwebact@action.aarp.org> on behalf of Fred Bowles

<aarpwebact@actlon.aarp.org>
Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 6:01 PM
To: Statements

Subject: Usage is what should be charged.

Mar 5, 2020

NC Utilities Commission

Dear Utilities Commission,

lA/hen it comes to our electricity, I want to pay for the actual energy I use
without unfair shifts in cost bein^ proposed by Duke which would hike our
rates.

Rate hihe requests by Duke Energy Progress would not only force us to pay for
the company's coal ash cleanup, but includes a grid Improvement plan that is
excessive: $8.7 billion over ten years. Since the company earns a return on its
infrastructure spending, "gold plating"
grid improvements with unnecessary items makes our rates unaffordable.

That is why your oversight of the company's spending plan is essential.
I agree with interveners who suggest this spending be dealt with elsewhere.

Additionally, the company's monthly customer charge is too high ($14 a month
before we even turn on a light). I agree with other parties it should be rolled
bach to $11.15 a month.

I understand the company also has an obligation to its shareholders, but the
return on equity the company is seeking is too high and could cost residential
payers billions in unnecessary costs.

I hope you recognize consumer's interests and support the Public Staff's and
other interveners' recommendations to trim the rate hike requests and to lower

the return on equity to the 9.3% percent.

Docket Number: E-2 Sub 1219

Sincerely,

Mr. Fred Bowles



Coir^ers^Tamilw^

From: Bob canupp

Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 6:55 PM
To: Statements

Subject: Statement of Position Submitted by Bob canupp

Statement of Position Submitted

Name

Bob canupp

Email

bsoccer@charter.net

Docket

E-2 Sub 1142

Message

There is no way that Duke Energy should be allowed a rate Increase. Please examine their reserves over the past and
their investment not in efficiency but pay rates for staff and amenities versus wise investment. They already have a
monopoly please do not help them by feeding it. The EMC can do much better without always asking for more, more,
more.



Conyers, Tamika

^rom: AARP <aarpwebact(5)action.aarp.org> on behalf of William Young
<aarpwebact@action.aarp.org>

Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 7:01 PM
To: Statements

Subject: Target Letter Subject Line Goes Here

Mar 5, 2020

NC Utilities Commission

Dear Utilities Commission,

lA/hen it comes to our electricity, I want to pay for the actual energy I use
without unfair shifts in cost being proposed by Vuke which would hike our
rates.

Rate hike recjuests by Duke Energy Progress would not only force us to pay for
the company's coal ash cleanup, but includes a grid improvement plan that is
excessive: $8.7 billion over ten years. Since the company earns a return on its
infrastructure spending, "gold plating"
grid improvements with unnecessary items makes our rates unaffordable.

That is why your oversight of the company's spending plan is essential.
I agree with interveners who suggest this spending be dealt with elsewhere.

Additionally, the company's monthly customer charge is too high ($14 a month
before we even turn on a light). I agree with other parties it should be rolled
back to $11.15 a month.

I understand the company also has an obligation to its shareholders, but the
return on equity the company is seeking is too high and could cost residential
payers billions in unnecessary costs.

I hope you recognize consumer's interests and support the Public Staff's and
other interveners' recommendations to trim the rate hike requests and to lower
the return on equity to the 9.3% percent.

Docket Number: E-2 Sub 1219

Sincerely,

Mr. lA/illiam Young



^nyers, Tamika

From: AARP <aarpwebact@action.aarp.org> on behalf of Mary Farmer
<aarpwebact(a)actlon.aarp.org>

Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 7:01 PM
To: Statements

Subject: Target Letter Subject Line Goes Here

Mar 5, 2020

NJC [Utilities Commission

Dear Utilities Commission,

lA/hen it comes to our electricity, I want to pay for the actual energy I use
without unfair shifts in cost bein^ proposed by Duhe which would hike our
rates.

Rate hike requests by Duke Energy Progress would not only force us to pay for
the company's coal ash cleanup, but includes a grid improvement plan that is
excessive: $8.7 billion over ten years. Since the company earns a return on its
infrastructure spending, "gold plating"
grid improvements with unnecessary items makes our rates unaffordable.

That is why your oversight of the company's spending plan is essential.
I agree with interveners who suggest this spending be dealt with elsewhere.

Additionally, the company's monthly customer charge is too high C$14 a month
before we even turn on a light). I agree with other parties it should be rolled
back to $11.15 a month.

I understand the company also has an obligation to its shareholders, but the
return on equity the company is seeking is too high and could cost residential
payers billions in unnecessary costs.

I hope you recognize consumer's interests and support the Public Staff's and
other interveners' recommendations to trim the rate hike requests and to lower
the return on equity to the 9.3% percent.

Docket Number: E-2 Sub 1219

Sincerely,

Ms. Mary Farmer



Conyers, Tamika

Froni: AARP <aarpwebact@actlon.aarp.org> on behalf of Todd Huff
<aarpwebact@action.aarp.org>

Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 7:01 PM
To: Statements

Subject: Target Letter Subject Line Goes Here

M^ir 5, 2020

NIC Utilities Commission

Dear Utilities Commission,

lA/hen it comes to our electricity, I want to pay for the actual energy I use
without unfair shifts in cost being proposed by Duke which would hike our
rates.

Rate hike requests by Duke Energy Progress would not only force us to pay for
the co}npar]y's coal ash cleanup, but includes a grid improvement plan that is
excessive: $8.7 billion over ten years. Since the coyyipany earns a return on its
infrastructure spending, "gold plating"
grid improvements with unnecessary items makes our rates unaffordable.

That is why your oversight of the company's spending plan is essential.
1 agree with interveners who suggest this spending be dealt with elsewhere.

Additionally, the company's monthly customer charge is too high ($14 a month
before we even turn on a light). I agree with other parties it should be rolled
back to $11.15 a month.

1 understand the company also has an obligation to its shareholders, but the
return on equity the company is seeking is too high and could cost residential
payers billions in unnecessary costs.

I hope you recognize consumer's interests and support the Public Staff's and
other interveners' recommendations to trim the rate hike requests and to lower
the return on equity to the 9.3% percent.

Docket Number: E-2 Sub 1219

Sincerely,-

Dr. Todd Huff

10



Conyers, Tamika

From: AARP <aarpwebact@action.aarp.org> on behalf of Bruce Paulson
<aarpwebact@actlon.aarp.org>

Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 7:01 PM
To: Statements

Subject: Target Letter Subject Line Goes Here

Mar 5, 2020

NC Utilities Cominission

Dear Utilities Commission,

lA/hen it comes to our electricity, I want to pay for the actual energy I use
without unfair shifts in cost being proposed by Duhe which would hihe our
rates.

Rate hike recjuests by Duke Energy Progress would not only force us to pay for
the company's coal ash cleanup, but includes a grid improvement plan that is
excessive: $8.7 billion over ten years. Since the company earns a return on its
infrastructure spending, "^old plating"
grid improvements with unnecessary items makes our rates unaffordable.

That is why your oversight of the company's spending plan is essential.
I agree with interveners who suggest this spending be dealt with elsewhere.

Additionally, the company's monthly customer charge is too high ($14 a month
before we even turn on a light). I agree with other parties it should be rolled
back to $11.15 a month.

I understand the company also has an obligation to its shareholders, but the
return on eguity the company is seeking is too high and could cost residential
payers billions in unnecessary costs.

I hope you recognize consumer's interests and supportthe Public Staff's and
other interveners' recommendations to trim the rate hike requests and to lower
the return on equity to the 9.3% percent.

Docket Number: E-2 Sub 1219

Sincerely,

Mr. Bruce Paulson

12



Conyers, Tamika

From: AARP <aarpwebact@action.aarp.org> on behalf of Andrew fiore
<aarpwebact@action.aarp.org>

Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 7:01-PM
To: Statements

Subject: Target Letter Subject Line Goes Here

Mar 5, 2020

NC L(tilities Cominission

Dear Utilities Commission,

When it comes to our electricity, I want to pay for the actual energy I use
without unfair shifts in cost being proposed by Duke which would hike our
rates.

Rate hike reduests by Duke Energy Progress would not only force us to pay for
the company's coai ash cleanup, but includes a grid improvement plan that is
excessive: $8.7 billion over ten years. Since the company earns a return on its
infrastructure spending, "gold plating"
grid improvements with unnecessary items makes our rates unaffordabie.

That is why your oversight of the company's spending plan is essential.
I agree with interveners who suggest this spending be dealt with elsewhere.

Additionally, the company's monthly customer charge is too high ($14 a month
before we even turn on a light). I agree with other parties it should be rolled
back to $11.15 a month.

I understand the company also has an obligation to its shareholders, but the
return on equity the company is seeking is too high and could cost residential
payers billions in unnecessary costs.

I hope you recognize consumer's interests and support the Public Staff's and
other interveners' recommendations to trim the rate hike requests and to lower
the return on equity to the 9.3% percent.

Docket Number: E-2 Sub 1219

Sincerely,

Mr. Andrew fiore

14



Con^ers^Tamil^

From: AARP <aarpwebact@actlon.aarp.org> on behalf of Carol Atkins
<aarpwebact@action.aarp.org>

Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 7:01 PM
To: Statements

Subject: Target Letter Subject Line Goes Here

Mar 5, 2020

NC I2ti[ities Commission

Dear Utilities Commission,

lA/hen it comes to our electricity, I want to pay for the actual energy I use
without unfair shifts in cost being proposed by Duke which would hike our
rates.

Rate hike requests by Duke Energy Progress would not only force us to pay for
the company's coal ash cleanup, but includes a grid improvement plan that is
excessive: $8.7 billion over ten years. Since the company earns a return on its
infrastructure spending, "gold plating"
grid improvements with unnecessary items makes our rates unaffordable.

That is why your oversight of the company's spending plan is essential.
I agree with interveners who suggest this spending be dealt with elsewhere.

Additionally, the company's monthly customer charge is too high ($14 a month
before we even turn on a light). I agree with other parties it should be rolled
back to $11.15 a month.

I understand the company also has an obligation to its shareholders, but the
return on equity the company is seeking is too high and could cost residential
payers billions in unnecessary costs.

I hope you recognize consumer's interests and support the Public Staff's and
other interveners' recommendations to trim the rate hike requests and to lower
the return on equity to the 9.3% percent.

Docket Number: E-2 Sub 1219

Sincerely,

Mrs. Carol Atkins
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Conyers, Tamika

From: AARP <aarpwebact@action.aarp.org> on behalf of Keith Slusaw
<aarpwebact@action.aarp.org>

Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 7:01 PM
To: Statements

Subject: Target Letter Subject Line Goes Here

Mar 5, 2020

NC t(ti(ities Commission

Dear Utilities Commission,

lA/hen it comes to our electricity, I want to pay for the actual energy I use
without unfair shifts in cost bein^ proposed by Duke which would hike our
rates.

Rate hike rei:|uests by Duke Energy Progress would not only force us to pay for
the company's coal ash cleanup, but includes a grid improvement plan that is
excessive: $8.7 billion over ten years. Since the company earns a return on its
Infrastructure spending, "gold plating"
grid improvements with unnecessary items makes our rates unaffordable.

That is why your oversight of the company's spending plan is essential.
I agree with interveners who suggest this spending be dealt with elsewhere.

Additionally, the company's monthly customer charge is too high ($14 a month
before we even turn on a light). I agree with other parties it should be rolled
back to $11.15 a month.

I understand the company also has an obligation to its shareholders, but the
return on equity the company is seeking is too high and could cost residential
payers billions in unnecessary costs.

I hope you recognize consumer's interests and support the Public Staff's and
other interveners' recommendations to trim the rate hike requests and to lower
the return on equity to the 9.3% percent.

Docket Number: E-2 Sub 1219

Sincerely,

Mr. Keith Slusaw

22



Conyers, Tamika

From: AARP <aarpwebact@action.aarp.org> on behalf of Lenny MartuccI
<aarpwebact@action.aarp.org>

Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 7:01 PM
To: Statements

Subject: Target Letter Subject Line Goes Here

Mar 5, 2020

NC Utilities Commission

Dear Utilities Commission,

U/hen it comes to our electricity, I ivant to pay for the actual energy 1 use
without unfair shifts in cost being proposed by Duke which would hike our
rates.

Rate hike requests by Duke Energy Progress would not only force us to pay for
the company's coal ash cleanup, but includes a grid improvement plan that is
excessive: $8.7 billion over ten years. Since the company earns a return on its
infrastructure spending, "gold plating"
grid improvements with unnecessary items makes our rates unaffordabie.

That is why your oversight of the company's spending plan is essential.
I agree with interveners who suggest this spending be dealt with elsewhere.

Additionally, the company's monthly customer charge is too high ($14 a month
before we even turn on a light). I agree with other parties it should be roiled
back to $11.15 a month.

1 understand the company also has an obligation to its shareholders, but the
return on equity the company is seeking is too high and could cost residential
payers billions in unnecessary costs.

I hope you recognize consumer's interests and support the Public Staff's and
other interveners' recommendations to trim the rate hike requests and to lower
the return on equity to the 9.3% percent.

Docket Number: E-2 Sub 1219

Sincerely,

Mr. Lenny Martucci

24



Conyers, Tamika

From: AARP <aarpwebact@action.aarp.org> on behalf of Dorothy Nemy
<aarpwebact@action.aarp.org>

Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 7:01 PM
To: Statements

Subject: Target Letter Subject Line Goes Here

AAar 5, 2020

NJC Utilities Commission

Dear Utilities Commission,

lA/hen it comes to our electricity, I want to pay for the actual energy I use
without unfair shifts in cost being proposed by Duke which would hike our
rates.

Rate hike reguests by Duke Energy Progress would not only force us to pay for
the company's coal ash cleanup, but includes a grid improvement plan that is
excessive: $8.7 billion over ten years. Since the company earns a return on its
infrastructure spending, "gold plating"
grid improvements with unnecessary items makes our rates unaffordable.

That is why your oversight of the company's spending plan is essential.
I agree with interveners who suggest this spending be dealt with elsewhere.

Additionally, the company's monthly customer charge is too high C$14 a month
before we even turn on a light). I agree with other parties it should be rolled
back to $11.15 a month.

I understand the company also has an obligation to its shareholders, but the
return on equity the company is seeking is too high and could cost residential
payers billions in unnecessary costs.

I hope you recognize consumer's interests and support the Public Staff's and
other interveners' recommendations to trim the rate hike requests and to lower
the return on equity to the 9.3% percent.

Docket Number: E-2 Sub 1219

Sincerely,

AAs. Dorothy Nemy
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Conyers, Tamika

From: AARP <aarpwebact@actlon.aarp.org> on behalf of Claudia Kell

<aarpwebact@action.aarp.org>
Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 7:02 PM
To: Statements

Subject: Target Letter Subject Line Goes Here

Mar 5, 2020

NC Utilities Commission

Dear Utilities Commission,

lA/hen it comes to our electricity, 1 want to pay for the actual energy I use
without unfair shifts in cost being proposed by Duke which would hihe our
rates.

Rate hike requests by Duke Energy Progress would not only force us to pay for
the company's coai ash cleanup, but includes a grid improvement plan that is
excessive: $8.7 billion over ten years. Since the company earns a return on its
infrastructure spending, "gold plating"
grid improvements with unnecessary items makes our rates unaffordable.

That is why your oversight of the company's spending plan Is essential.
I agree with interveners who suggest this spending be dealt with elsewhere.

Additionally, the company's monthly customer charge is too high ($14 a month
before we even turn on a light). I agree with other parties it should be rolled
back to $11.15 a month.

I understand the company also has an obligation to its shareholders, but the
return on eguity the company is seeking is too high and could cost residential
payers billions in unnecessary costs,

I hope you recognize consumer's interests and support the Public Staff's and
other interveners' recommendations to trim the rate hike requests and to lower
the return on equity to the 9.3% percent.

Docket Number: E-2 Sub 1219

Sincerely,

Ms. Claudia Kell

30



Conyers, Tamika

Prom* AARP <aarpwebact(a)action.aarp.org> on behalf of Stephen Evola
<aarpwebact@action.aarp.org>

Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 7:02 PM
To: Statements

Subject: Target Letter Subject Line Goes Here

Mar 5, 2020

NC Utilities Commission

Dear Utilities Commission,

lA/hen it comes to our electricity, I want to pay for the actual energy I use
without unfair shifts in cost bein^ proposed by Duke which would hike our
rates.

Rate hike reduests by Duke Energy Progress would not only force us to pay for
the company's coal ash cleanup, but includes a grid improvement plan that is
excessive: $S.7 billion over ten years. Since the company earns a return on its
infrastructure spending, "gold plating"
grid improvements with unnecessary items makes our rates unaffordable.

That is why your oversight of the company's spending plan is essential.
I agree with interveners who suggest this spending be dealt with elsewhere.

Additionally, the company's monthly customer charge is too high ($14 a month
before we even turn on a light). I agree with other parties it should be rolled
back to $11.15 a month.

I understand the company also has an obligation to its shareholders, but the
return on ecjuity the company is seeking is too high and could cost residential
payers billions in unnecessary costs.

I hope you recognize consumer's interests and support the Public Staff's and
other interveners' recommendations to trim the rate hike reguests and to lower
the return on eguity to the 9.3% percent.

Duke Energy Progress is a public utility and absolutely must be regulated for
the Public. It must also pay all external cost associated with its business, such
as cleaning up, better preventing, environmental pollution.

No rate increase!
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jonyers, Tamika

Froni: AARP <aarpwebact@action.aarp.org> on behalf of Richard Burton
<aarpwebact@action.aarp.org>

Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 7:02 PM
To: Statements

Subject: Target Letter Subject Line Goes Here

l\Aar 5, 2020

NC Utilities CoinKnIssion

Dear Utilities Commission,

lA/hen it comes to our electricity, I want to pay for the actual energy I use
without unfair shifts in cost bein^ proposed by Duke which would hike our
rates.

Rate hike recjuests by Duke Energy Progress would not only force us to pay for
the company's coal ash cleanup, but includes a grid improvement plan that is
excessive: $S.7 billion over ten years. Since the company earns a return on its
infrastructure spending, "gold plating"
grid Improvements with unnecessary items makes our rates unaffordable.

That is why your oversight of the company's spending plan is essential.
I agree with interveners who suggest this spending be dealt with elsewhere.

Additionally, the company's monthly customer charge is too high ($14 a month
before we even turn on a light). I agree with other parties it should be rolled
back to $11.15 a month.

I understand the company also has an obligation to its shareholders, but the
return on eguity the company is seeking is too high and could cost residential
payers billions in unnecessary costs,

I hope you recognize consumer's interests and support the Public Staff's and
other interveners' recommendations to trim the rate hike requests and to lower
the return on equity to the 9.3% percent.

Docket Number: E-2 Sub 1219

Sincerely,

Mr. Richard Burton
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Conyers, Tamika

From: MRP <aarpwebact@action.aarp.org> on behalf of Debra Frangis
<aarpwebact@action.aarp.org>

Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 7:02 PM
To: Statements

Subject: Proposed rate hike

Mar 5, 2020

NC Utilities Commission

Dear Utilities Commission,

When it comes to our electricity, I want to pay for the actual energy I use
without unfair shifts in cost being proposed by Duke which would hike our
rates.

Rate hike requests by Duke Energy Progress would not only force us to pay for
the company's coal ash cleanup, but includes a grid improvement plan that is
excessive: $8.7 billion over ten years. Since the company earns a return on its
infrastructure spending, "gold plating"
grid improvements with unnecessary items makes our rates unaffordabie.

That is why your oversight of the company's spending plan is essential.
1 agree with interveners who suggest this spending be dealt with elsewhere.

Additionally, the company's monthly customer charge is too high ($14 a month
before we even turn on a light). I agree with other parties it should be rolled
back to $11.15 a month.

I understand the company also has an obligation to its shareholders, but the
return on equity the company is seeking is too high and could cost residential
payers billions in unnecessary costs.

1 hope you recognize consumer's interests and support the Public Staff's and
other interveners' recommendations to trim the rate hike requests and to lower
the return on equity to the 9.3% percent.

Docket Number: E-2 Sub 1219

Sincerely,

Ms. Debra Frangis
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Conyers, Tamika

AARP <aarpwebact(a)action.aarp.org> on behalf of Anne Ewald
<aarpwebact@action.aarp.org>

Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 7:02 PM
To: Statements

Subject: Target Letter Subject Line Goes Here

Mar 5, 2020

NC l^tilities Commission

Dear Utilities Commission,

lA/hen it comes to our electricity, I want to pay for the actual energy I use
without unfair shifts in cost being proposed by Duke which would hike our
rates.

Rate hike requests by Duke Energy Progress would not only force us to pay for
the company's coal ash cleanup, but includes a grid improvement plan that is
excessive: $8.7 billion over ten years. Since the company earns a return on its
infrastructure spending, "gold plating"
grid improvements with unnecessary items makes our rates unaffordable.

That is why your oversight of the company's spending plan is essential.
I agree with interveners who suggest this spending be dealt with elsewhere.

Additionally, the company's monthly customer charge is too high ($14 a month
before we even turn on a light). I agree with other parties it should be rolled
back to $11.15 a month.

I understand the company also has an obligation to its shareholders, but the
return on ecjuity the company is seeking is too high and could cost residential
payers billions in unnecessary costs.

I hope you recognize consumer's interests and support the Public Staff's and
other interveners' recommendations to trim the rate hike reguests and to lower
the return on eguity to the 9.3% percent.

lA/e are retired senior citizens and all living costs are increasing.
Increased living expenses are very difficult for senior folks, and we're sure this
proposed increase would be very difficult for those trying very hard to stay
above water, and put roofs over their head and food on the table. Please realize
the difficulty for those of us on a "fixed" income.
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Conyers, Tamika

Fro"!' MRP <aarpwebact@action.aarp.org> on behalf of Linda Brem
<aarpwebact@action.aarp.org>

Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 7:02 PM
To: Statements

Subject: Target Letter Subject Line Goes Here

Mcir 5, 2020

NC bittltties Commission

Dear Utilities Commission,

lA/hen it comes to our electricity, I want to pay for the actual energy I use
without unfair shifts in cost being proposed by Duke which would hike our
rates.

Rate hike requests by Duke Energy Progress would not only force us to pay for
the company's coal ash cleanup, but includes a grid improvement plan that is
excessive; $8.7 billion over ten years. Since the company earns a return on its
infrastructure spending, "gold plating"
grid improvements with unnecessary items makes our rates unaffordable.

That is why your oversight of the company's spending plan is essential.
I agree with interveners who suggest this spending be dealt with elsewhere.

Additionally, the company's monthly customer charge is too high ($14 a month
before we even turn on a light). I agree with other parties it should be rolled
back to $11.15 a month.

I understand the company also has an obligation to its shareholders, but the
return on equity the company is seeking is too high and could cost residential
payers billions in unnecessary costs.

I hope you recognize consumer's interests and support the Public Staff's and
other interveners' recommendations to trim the rate hike requests and to lower
the return on equity to the 9.3% percent.

Docket Number: E-2 Sub 1219

Sincerely,

Mrs. Linda Brem
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Conyers, Tamlka

Froni' MRP <aarpwebact@action.aarp.org> on behalf of Eugene Rackoff
<aarpwebact@action.aarp.org>

Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 7:02 PM
To: Statements

Subject: We bought Into reducing usage. You did not have to build additional power plants.
Increased population brings in more revenue...

Mar 5, 2020

NC Utilities Commission

Dear Utilities Commission,

lA/hen it comes to our electricity, I want to pay for the actual energy I use
without unfair shifts in cost being proposed by Duke which would hike our
rates.

Rate hike reguests by Duke Energy Progress would not only force us to pay for
the company's coal ash cleanup, but includes a grid Improvement plan that is
excessive: $8.7 billion over ten years. Since the company earns a return on its
infrastructure spending, "gold plating"
grid improvements with unnecessary items makes our rates unaffordable.

That is why your oversight of the company's spending plan is essential.
I agree with interveners who suggest this spending be dealt with elsewhere.

Additionally, the company's monthly customer charge is too high ($14 a month
before we even turn on a light). I agree with other parties it should be rolled
back to $11.15 a month.

I understand the company also has an obligation to its shareholders, but the
return on equity the company is seeking is too high and could cost residential
payers billions in unnecessary costs.

I hope you recognize consumer's interests and supportthe Public Staff's and
other interveners' recommendations to trim the rate hike requests and to lower
the return on equity to the 9.3% percent.

Docket Number: E-2 Sub 1219

Sincerely,



Conyers, Tamika

MRP <aarpwebact@action.aarp.org> on behalf of Robert Stackman
<aarpwebact@action.aarp.org>

Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 7:02 PM
To: Statements

Subject: Target Letter Subject Line Goes Here

Mar 5, 2020

NC Utilities Commission

Dear Utilities Commission,

lA/hen it comes to our electricity, I want to pay for the actual energy I use
without unfair shifts in cost bein^ proposed by Duhe which would hike our
rates.

Rate hike reduests by Duke Energy Progress would not only force us to pay for
the company's coal ash cleanup, but includes a grid improvement plan that is
excessive: $8.7 billion over ten years. Since the company earns a return on its
infrastructure spending/ "gold plating"
grid improvements with unnecessary items makes our rates unaffordable.

That is why your oversight of the company's spending plan is essential.
I agree with interveners who suggest this spending be dealt with elsewhere.

Additionally, the company's monthly customer charge is too high ($14 a month
before we even turn on a light). I agree with other parties it should be rolled
back to $11.15 a month.

I understand the company also has an obligation to its shareholders, but the
return on eguity the company is seeking is too high and could cost residential
payers billions in unnecessary costs.

I hope you recognize consumer's interests and support the Public Staff's and
other interveners' recommendations to trim the rate hike reguests and to lower
the return on equity to the 9.3% percent.

Docket Number: E-2 Sub 1219

Sincerely,

Dr. Robert Stackman



Conyers, Tamika

^Tom: AARP <aarpwebact@action.aarp.org> on behalf of Suzanne Hetze!
<aarpwebact@action.aarp.org>

Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 7:02 PM
To: Statements

Subject: Target Letter Subject Line Goes Here

Mar 5, 2020

NC Utilities Commission

Dear Utilities Commission,

IVhen it comes to our electricity, I want to pay for the actual energy I use
without unfair shifts in cost being proposed by Duke which would hike our
rates.

Rate hike reguests by Duke Energy Progress would not only force us to pay for
the company's coal ash cleanup, but includes a grid improvement plan that is
excessive: $8.7 billion over ten years. Since the company earns a return on its
infrastructure spending, "gold plating"
grid improvements with unnecessary items makes our rates unaffordabie.

That is why your oversight of the company's spending plan is essential.
I agree with interveners who suggest this spending be dealt with elsewhere.

Additionally, the company's monthly customer charge is too high ($14 a month
before we even turn on a light). I agree with other parties it should be rolled
back to $11.15 a month.

I understand the company also has an obligation to its shareholders, but the
return on eguity the company is seeking is too high and could cost residential
payers billions in unnecessary costs.

I hope you recognize consumer's interests and support the Public Staff's and
other interveners' recommendations to trim the rate hike requests and to lower
the return on equity to the 9.3% percent.

Docket Number: E--2 Sub 1219

Sincerely,

Ms. Suzanne Hetzel



Conyers, Tamika

From: AARP <aarpwebact@action.aarp.org> on behalf of Zola Packman
<aarpwebact@action.aarp.org>

Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 7:02 PM
To: Statements

Subject: Target Letter Subject Line Goes Here

Mcir 5, 2020

NC Utilities Commission

Dear Utilities Commission,

lA/hen it comes to our electricity, I want to pay for the actual energy I use
without unfair shifts in cost being proposed by Duhe which would hike our
rates.

Rate hike requests by Duke Energy Progress would not only force us to pay for
the corr^pany's coal ash ciearwAp, but includes a grid improvement plan that is
excessive: $S.7 billion over ten years. Since the company earns a return on its
infrastructure spending, "gold plating"
grid improvements with unnecessary items makes our rates unaffordable.

That is why your oversight of the company's spending pian is essential.
I agree with interveners who suggest this spending be dealt with elsewhere.

Additionally, the company's monthly customer charge is too high ($14 a month
before we even turn on a tight). I agree with other parties it should be rolled
back to $11.15 a month.

I understand the company also has an obligation to its shareholders, but the
return on equity the company is seeking is too high and could cost residential
payers billions in unnecessary costs.

I hope you recognize consumer's interests and support the Public Staff's and
other interveners' recommendations to trim the rate hike requests and to lower
the return on equity to the 9.3% percent.

Docket Number: E-2 Sub 1219

Sincerely,

Ms. Zola Packman
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Conyers, Tamika

^rom: AARP <aarpwebact@action.aarp.org> on behalf of Terry Pickett
<aarpwebact@action.aarp.org>

Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 7:02 PM
To: Statements

Subject: Duke Energy Progress Rate Hikes

AAar 5, 2020

MC Utilities Commission

Dear Utilities Commission,

When it comes to our electricity, I want to pay for the actual energy I use
without unfair shifts in cost bein^ proposed by Duke which would hike our
rates.

Rate hike reduests by Duke Energy Vrogress would not only force us to pay for
the company^s coal ash cleanup, but inciudes a grid improvement plan that is
excessive: $8.7 billion over ten years. Since the company earns a return on its
infrastructure spending, "gold plating"
grid improvements with unnecessary items makes our rates unaffordable.

That is why your oversight of the company's spending plan Is essential.
I agree with interveners who suggest this spending be dealt with elsewhere.

Additionally, the company's monthly customer charge is too high ($14 a month
before we even turn on a light). I agree with other parties it should be rolled
back to $11.15 a month.

I understand the company also has an obligation to its shareholders, but the
return on eguity the company is seeking is too high and could cost residential
payers billions in unnecessary costs.

I hope you recognize consumer's interests and support the Public Staff's and
other interveners' recommendations to trim the rate hike reguests and to lower
the return on eguity to the 9.3% percent.

Docket Number: E-2 Sub 1219

Sincerely,

AAs. Terry Pickett
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£on^ers^TamilM

From: AARP <aarpwebact@action.aarp.org> on behalf of Rob Rowe

<aarpwebact@action.aarp.org>
Sent: Thursday, March 5, 2020 7:02 PM
To: Statements

Subject: Unfair Duke Energy Rate Hike Request

M<ar 5, 2020

NC Utilities CoiDmission

Dear Utilities Commission,

lA/hen it comes to our electricity, I want to pay for the actual energy I use
without unfair shifts in cost being proposed by Duke which would hike our
rates.

Rate hike requests by Duke Energy Progress would not only force us to pay for
the company's coal ash cleanup, but includes a grid improvement plan that is
excessive: $8.7 billion over ten years. Since the company earns a return on its
infrastructure spending, "gold plating"
grid improvements with unnecessary items makes our rates unaffordable.

That is why your oversight of the company's spending plan is essential.
I agree with interveners who suggest this spending be dealt with elsewhere.

Additionally, the company's monthly customer charge is too high ($14 a month
before we even turn on a light). I agree with other parties it should be roiled
back to $11.15 a month.

I understand the company also has an obligation to its shareholders, but the
return on equity the company is seeking is too high and could cost residential
payers billions in unnecessary costs. Profits for all of 2019 rose to $3.75 billion,
up 40% from 2015 (Ref:
https://www.wfae.org/post/duke-energy-profits-atlantic-coast-pipeline-costs-
rise-too#stream/0)

I hope you recognize consumer's interests and support the Public Staff's and
other interveners' recommendations to trim the rate hike requests and to lower
the return on equity to the 9.3% percent.

Alternatively, why don't we allow other energy companies to serve NC7
Competition is good for the consumer.
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